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Introduction 
 

In 2010 the English Department conducted its third General Education Assessment Review--Basic 
Communication: Writing. We conducted previous assessments in 2003 and 2006. For each assessment, 
we publish a summary of findings, a list of recommendations, and a set of benchmark essays. The 
members of the 2010 GEAR Committee are Debbie Brown, Tim Emerson, Mary Lynch Kennedy, 
Kathy Lattimore, Gailanne Mackenzie, and Linda Rosekrans. 
 
We based our three GEAR assessments on the recommendations for “Best Practices” and “Basic 
Communication Outcomes” in the SUNY Report of the Writing-Discipline Committee. In accordance 
with the “Best Practices” recommended by the SUNY committee,  
  

 We assessed writing that grew out of classroom assignments. 

 Composition faculty played a key role in designing the assessment and evaluating the student 
work. 

 Instructors informed students about the assessment and the criteria for evaluation. 

 Each essay was evaluated by two instructors. 

 Composition faculty took part in norming sessions. 

 The full-time lecturers who served on the GEAR Committee were paid for their services. 

 No student names or evaluative comments appeared on the student work that was evaluated. 
 

Following the SUNY committee‟s guidelines, we assessed the following student outcome: 
 

Students will research a topic, develop an argument, and organize supporting details. 
 

We evaluated this outcome with the holistic 4-point rubric the Writing-Discipline Committee 
provided. The rubric designates four levels of performance: Exceeding, Meeting, Approaching, and Not 
Meeting, and it provides descriptions of outcomes at each of these levels.  
 
 

SUNY Writing-Discipline Rubric for Argument/Research 
 

Exceeding:   
   

Writer indicates/presents a clearly evident, original, and sophisticated controlling purpose, responding creatively 
to the assignment prompt with evidence drawn from carefully selected sources, documented in accepted style.  
Conclusions are based on thoughtful integration of the students‟ own thinking and careful analysis of the outside 
sources.  Mechanics (grammar, punctuation, and spelling) are nearly flawless.  

  
Meeting:   

   
Writer indicates/presents a clear controlling purpose, responding intelligently to the assignment prompt with 
evidence drawn from appropriately selected sources, documented in accepted style.  Conclusions demonstrate the 
writer‟s conscious attempts to integrate his or her own thinking with an analysis of outside sources.  Mechanics 
(grammar, punctuation, and spelling) are mostly accurate and rarely impede meaning.  
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Approaching:  

    
Writer indicates/presents either a shifting or unclearly articulated purpose, perhaps failing to focus on the 
assignment prompt. Outside sources may be inappropriate to the topic, or information from sources may be 
presented without careful analysis, and it may be inadequately documented.  The conclusions may demonstrate 
little evidence of the students‟ own thinking, presenting mainly a summary of the sources. Mechanics (grammar, 
punctuation, and spelling) are not well executed and may, at times, obscure meaning.    

   
Not Meeting:   

   
Writer indicates/presents little sense of a controlling purpose, failing to respond to the assignment prompt.  
There may be inadequate reference to outside sources, selected sources may show little apparent connection to 
the assignment, or paraphrases may be unclear, quoted material may seem not to relate to the topic, and/or there 
may be significant problems with documentation. The paper may consist largely of quotations and paraphrases 
from sources with few connections between and among them.  The conclusions may demonstrate no evidence of 
the students‟ own responses to the outside sources and may merely restate some of the ideas presented.  
Mechanics (grammar, punctuation, and spelling) disrupt reading and often obscure meaning. 

 

 

 

Procedures 
 
Holding firmly to our belief that assessment should use measures of actual student performance and 
be integral to on-going courses, we chose to evaluate the argumentative research essay we assign in 
CPN 101 and CPN 103. The GE-10 outcome for this essay is provided in the Composition Handbook, 
A Guide for Students, a required text for students in the Writing Studies courses, and in the Handbook 
for Composition Faculty, a resource for faculty teaching composition.  
 

GE-10 outcome: Students will demonstrate the ability to research a topic, develop an argument, and organize 
supporting details. 
 

All students in CPN 101 and CPN 103 submitted an essay that contained no marks, grades, or 
comments. To insure anonymity, they attached a separate cover sheet with their Cortland ID 
number, full name, course section number, and date of submission. 
  
In Spring 2010, Merle Canfield, the Director on Institutional Research and Assessment, selected a 
sample of 195 essays, representing roughly 20 percent of the students enrolled in the forty-five 
sections of CPN 101 and the three sections of CPN 103. Of the 195 essays, 15 were deemed 
unusable; thus, the total number of essays judged was 180. 
 
Five faculty members scored the essays. The readers are full-time lecturers in the English 
Department and members of the English Department GEAR Committee.  They teach composition 
courses every semester and have been grading writing for two or more decades. All are experts in 
the field. 
 
In accordance with the SUNY rubric, readers scored the essays in terms of the students‟  
ability to research a topic, develop an argument, and organize supporting details. The essays were 
rated on a score scale of 1 to 4. SUNY characterizes student performance levels as follows:  
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 Score   Students who receive the score are 
 
 4  Exceeding the outcomes set forth by the rubric 
 3  Meeting  the outcomes set forth by the rubric 
 2  Approaching  the outcomes set forth by the rubric 
 1  Not Meeting  the outcomes set forth by the rubric 
 
Each essay was evaluated independently by two readers. The two scores were averaged to establish a 
final score.  Split scores, i. e., those differing by two or more points, were read by a third reader.  
The final score was obtained by averaging the three scores. Of the 180 essays, only fifteen (8 
percent) had to be read three times.  
 

Results 
 
In this section, we provide tables that show the assessment results.  
 

Table 1 displays the frequency and percent of scores in each of the four performance levels. 
 

Performance 
 Level 

Frequency Percent 

 

Exceeding 3  1.7 

 

Meeting 87 48.3 

Approaching 76 42.2 

 

Not Meeting 14 7.8 

Total 180 100 
 

Table 1. Frequency and percent of scores for 2010 
 

A scant 1.7 percent of the essays made it into the golden circle of "exceeding." This strongly 
suggests that at the end of the composition course sequence, students‟ rhetorical and syntactical 
skills have not developed to a sufficiently high level to attain a top score. Fifty percent of the essays 
score at the level of “meeting” the outcomes for researching a topic, developing an argument, and 
organizing supporting details. Of the other 50 percent, 42.2 percent barely meet the outcomes, and 
7.8 percent score at the level of “not meeting” them. 
 
Table 2 compares the results of the 2010 assessment with those of the assessments conducted in 
2006 and 2003.  
 

Year Percentage 
Exceeding 

Percentage 
Meeting 

Percentage 
Approaching  

Percentage 
Not Meeting 

2010 1.7 48.3 42.2 7.8 

 
2006 

 
3.4 

 
37.0 

 
55.7 

 
3.9 

2003 3.8 31.9 63.8 0.5 
 

Table 2. Assessment results for 2010, 2006, 2003 
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The data here suggest that end-of-the-year freshman student writing, in a basic sense, continues to 
improve. In 2010, 50 percent of the essays in the sample met or exceeded the outcome compared to 
40.4 percent in 2006 and 35.7 percent in 2003. In all three assessments, values are strongly grouped 
in the middle two scoring gradations of "approaching" and "meeting," largely steering clear of the 
poles of "not meeting" and "exceeding."  This may be attributed to pedagogical efforts to lift student 
work up to an acceptable level during the semester and to the demanding standard for the top 
gradation. 
 

Though the results of the three assessments may be accepted with a good measure of confidence, it 
must be noted that we used a 6-point scoring rubric in 2003 rather than the 4-point rubric we used 
in 2006 and 2010. Arguably, in order to generate more meaningful results, neither the scoring 
method nor the rubric should shift from assessment to assessment, if the numbers yielded are meant 
to be compared side by side. Further, a different cohort of students emerges with each year. If we 
lack baselines for these students, it is hard to precisely ascertain from the assessment how much they 
have gained from the writing instruction they've received in their first year at Cortland.  
 
That having been said, the data may be telling us some useful information about last year's freshman 
writing and how we go about teaching students to be better writers. There aren't as many students 
excelling at it as we would like, but we may be getting better at guiding students in the right direction 
here.  
 
Argument and research constitute areas of difficulty for our students. At the end of the year, 7.8 
percent of students in the sample wrote essays "not meeting" the outcomes. Many of these students 
need a substantial amount of guided practice in the manipulation of ideas, and much encouragement 
to move out of the habit of learning by rote and parroting (and sometimes pirating) ideas. Because 
our students have such difficulty working with source material, we should consider changing Writing 
Studies I to incorporate serious work with sources in the first semester, rather than waiting until the 
second semester of composition to begin this complex area of study.   
 
As a writing faculty, we might want to consider re-affirming our definition or establishing a 
uniformly acceptable re-definition of argument and research. Our expectations concerning student 
research and argument must become more explicit. We cannot expect our students to be on the 
same page if we are not. 

 
Student, and even institutional, attitudes toward the value of writing and thinking well are varied and 
complicated. An examination of these is beyond the scope of this report. Nevertheless, a serious, 
sustained, campus-wide conversation on the proper place of writing in the curriculum at Cortland 
would seem to be in order if the Writing Program is to continue to make a difference in the 
intellectual lives of our students. 
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Anchor Essays and Essay Analysis 
 
An essential feature of the English Department‟s three GEAR Writing assessments is the 

establishment of a set of anchor essays. From the writing sample, we select a set of representative 
essays that demonstrate the traits of the rubric and the various levels of performance. Without these 
anchor papers, the GEAR results are abstract. Instructors need concrete examples of essays that 
exceed, meet, approach, and fail to meet the outcomes. They need to understand what an exemplar 
essay achieves, what a mediocre essay delivers, and what a poor essay fails to accomplish.  
 
This year the Gear Committee was unable to provide an anchor essay at level 4 “exceeding.” Since 
only three essays in the sample received a score of 4, the raters could not agree on a representative 
anchor. For essays in the category or “close to „exceeding‟” (call them 3+/4-), we refer readers to 
the Handbook for Composition Faculty, Appendix E, where they will find two essays from the 2006 
sample. These examples are about as good as we get in this genre of academic writing. 
 
For the 2010 sample, we are offering a spectrum of four essays that received scores varying from 
between “exceeding” and “meeting” (the 3+/4- essay) -- that is, above the “meeting” category if not 
yet officially “exceeding” -- “meeting” (the 3 essay), “approaching” (the 2 essay) and “not meeting” 
(the 1 essay). 
 
In the remainder of this section of the report, we present the anchor essays. Each essay is preceded 
by the course assignment and followed by a brief analysis of the essay‟s traits.  
 
 

The 3+/4- Essay (“Exceeding”) 

WSII Essay #3--Researched Short Argument 

Your five-to-seven page final graded essay will be a 1200 word researched argument that takes a stand on the use of 
public space in America, perhaps by focusing on a particular place which could be scrutinized in terms of a controversy.  
You are required to incorporate at least two of the readings listed below.  How effectively do these authors provoke 
readers to rediscover and understand their own neighborhoods or haunts?  Which of their claims and evidence would 
help you make your argument? 

 The Public Realm and the Common Good,  by James Kunstler     
 Demolition Zones,  by Jack Gambino        
 Times Regained,  by Adam Gopnik        
 The Uses of Sidewalks,  by Jane Jacobs        
 Fortress Los Angeles,  by Mike Davis 

In addition to the reading selections in our course text, you will be expected to locate your own sources via research: 

 one journal (scholarly) article (online format is permitted);      
 one very current source, no older than January of 2009;       
 one reputable blog which does not count as the “current source.” 

Internet sources (other than the blog) must be .org, .gov, or .edu addresses.  You must draw significantly upon a total of 
at least five sources.   Pages 513-514 in Writing Analytically offer citations of some excellent sources you might wish to 
consult.  The essay should include enough background to make clear to uninformed readers what is interesting and 
important about this aspect of American life. 
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To what extent does the profit motive determine our American way of life and our relationship to our planet?  What has 
happened to Americans‟ design for living over the past thirty years?  What constitutes a good neighborhood or street?   
Are most of our public spaces better or worse than they were thirty years ago, when your parents were your age?  How 
do the issues surfacing in our use of public space reflect deeper conflicts or problems in our society?  Refer also to the 
questions posed in Writing Analytically that follow each of the readings. 

This researched argument, which will also be presented orally to the class, will use sources to support a self-generated 
claim regarding your chosen topic.  Building on your practice with rhetorical analysis and synthesizing, you will write 
persuasively.  Decide what you are inclinded to believe and convince readers that you have thought long and deeply 
about this topic.  In other words, your primary goal is to take and support a persuasive position on a specific 
aspect of our use of public space.  First, you must fully understand the issue (what is being said about this topic in the 
public forum?);  then articulate the process of figuring out what you think, including examination of lines of argument 
and argumentative fallacies found in the writings of others.  It‟s especially important that you acknowledge and consider 
the primary arguments that differ from yours.  Complex issues do not afford easy answers (that‟s why we argue so long 
and hard about them), nor is it easy to say something new and provocative about the issue.  Be as clear about your own 
perspective as you can be.   

Establish a voice that is consistent and distinct.  Imagine your reader as a professor of education, political science, 
philosophy or sociology whom you are trying to impress with your thought processes, the way you take in information, 
synthesize it, analyze it, and make it your own.  The first person form of address may be used as you present 
information and evidence from various sources, evaluate the relative validity or persuasiveness of it, and determine your 
own view.  You may even use brief personal experience to illustrate a point.  Your sources must be cited correctly 
according to the MLA or APA mode of documentation, both in the text and in the works cited entry.   Vary your mode 
of citation;  summarize, paraphrase, and quote. 

The following questions may give you starting points for your interpretations of these reading selections and your 
exploration of your own opinion about the topic: 

 How, to whom, and for what purposes do these authors speak/write?     
 How is the debate framed an why is it framed that way?       
 Why does this topic matter to you and to others?       
 How do political or religious affiliations affect the writer‟s/readers‟ beliefs? 

 

Small Town Living 

 I come from a small rural village that consists mainly of farms, a meat market, and a church. 
When you walk down the main street you can see the shells of buildings that once flourished. The 
charm of their original structure is still visible through the coats of paint and billboards advertising 
slices of pizza or dog grooming. In their prime I‟m sure they were the epitome of what a 
stereotypical main street would look like. In his essay about the absence of “the public realm”, James 
Kuntsler states “The majority of American small towns have become dismal,” (Rosen 459). I 
couldn‟t agree more. Unfortunately these old buildings are past their prime and instead of the shells 
being filled with a bookstore or a family owned bakery that might add character to the town, they 
are filled with another pizza joint or left vacant completely. There are abandoned factories and a 
decaying police station but amongst all of this there is not one place for teenagers or even children 
to meet and socialize. The town „park‟ has nothing to offer other than a small patch of grass and a 
vandalized gazebo that‟s been barricaded by the police. The old skate park that some students from 
my school tried to maintain is locked up due to insufficient funding. The AYSO soccer field is 
covered in garbage from the overpass and floods from the swamp it‟s built near. Basically there is 
nothing to do in Mohawk and I have witnessed what bored children and teenagers will do to occupy 
their time. Many kids in my high school smoked cigarettes, drank regularly, and either smoked or 
sold marijuana. I know of at least three girls who were pregnant at once, two of which were in my 
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graduating class. Mohawk has the potential to be a very quant little village but the use of the excess 
land is preventing it from being anything more than a trucker‟s pit stop.  

 There have been several controversies over what should be done with some of the land and 
resources in Mohawk. Near the highway that runs alongside the village there was an old abandoned 
warehouse. The town board had a meeting about what to do with it. Next to the warehouse are 
some storage facilities that were built a few years ago. The owner of those facilities wanted to buy 
the warehouse and make room for more storage. Many parents of the children from the area wanted 
to use the land to build a small park or something of that sort for the kids. A few days after the 
meeting the warehouse went up in flames. It was later discovered that a group of teenagers had 
concocted a Molotov cocktail and threw it through a window. The storage owner still offered to buy 
the land and won. The board claimed that the area was too close to the highway to be made into a 
park but everyone knew it was really due to the fact that the storage owner could afford to clear all 
the rubble and the board wouldn‟t have to do it. I think this is a horrible waste of public land. It‟s 
been over two years, the storage garages haven‟t been built yet and the grass is a beautiful green. It‟s 
going to be a shame to watch one of the last patches of green grass in the village be covered by 
storage houses no one is going to use anyway.  

The use of public space in has an impact on youths, especially in suburban and rural areas. 
Teenagers and even younger children all look for places to go and „hang out‟ without getting into 
trouble such as the movies, an arcade or even a park. Kuntsler states “Americans are convinced that 
suburbia is great for kids. The truth is, kids older than seven need more from their environment 
than a safe place to ride their bikes,” (Rosen 469). Unfortunately, Mohawk does not have more to 
offer and when there is a lack of things to do kids tend to get into trouble. Kids and teenagers thrive 
on social interactions with peers and in many suburban and rural areas there aren‟t many public 
spaces to go and escape from parents or school for awhile. In her journal about how children impact 
the public realm and how the public realm impacts them, Mary P. Corocan (2009) states “In the 
suburban localities under investigation, a number of problems emerged such as anti-social behavior 
by teenagers,” (p. 39). This takes a major toll on not only the social aspects of teenagers but also the 
cultural exposure they need to understand what the rest of the world is like. My first time to New 
York City was unforgettable. I have never been so overwhelmed by the amount of people and noise 
in my life but the fact that I could go to a museum or an actual theater made me realize just how 
sheltered my little town is. Back home they don‟t use the public land to build a small theater or 
bookstore. They build another gas station or pizza place instead. 

 
When the town‟s small market, Shibley‟s, went out of business people were up in arms for 

what to do with the small piece of property. Despite the fact that it was small it was in a prime 
location in town. An older couple had offered to buy the plot of land to open a small bakery and 
coffee shop. The pizza franchise “Little Caesar‟s” offered to buy the land for almost double what it 
was worth. The local pizza place Paseanos fought against it and lost. Thus Shibley‟s was torn down 
and Little Caesars was built in its place. The demolition of the Shibleys building was a depressing day 
for many of the upper classmen at my high school. Everyone went to „Shibs‟ during lunch to grab a 
bag of chips or soda because the cost was cheaper than the town gas station, Fastrac. Many people 
had some fond memories of Shibley‟s as Mr. Shibley was a good hearted old man that could always 
make you laugh. The warm and welcoming store has been replaced with an impersonal institution 
that serves cheap pizza with jacked up soda prices. It‟s a strange coincidence that the only two 
„franchised‟ buildings, Little Caesars and Fastrac, are right next to each other. They also just so 
happen to be placed alone on the triangular plot of land in the middle of town, like Mohawk‟s own 
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personal taste of industry. Yes Little Caesars did create jobs for many of the students at the high 
school but the neon orange lights of the giant Little Caesars sign sticks out like a sore thumb against 
the old main street background. 

 Little Caesars unfortunately put one of the neighboring towns‟ pizza places, Lombardo‟s, out 
of business. Their rival, Sorrento‟s, bought the plot of land and tore the building and the massive 
parking lot down. In its place they built an obnoxiously large banquet hall. The hall is massive and a 
perfect rectangle. There are no windows only Italian wannabe arches, not hand carved into the walls 
out of stone, but one solid piece cemented to the wall. The hall has been open for about a year and 
has gotten no usage. No one wants to have their wedding reception next to a pool supply store. A 
good suggestion on how to make public space is from the website NewUrbanism.org. The 
suggestion is “The act of creating pedestrian streets freed up parking lots, enabling the city to 
transform them into public squares,”(New Urbanism). This land could have been used for a 
playground or a much needed movie theater so kids don‟t have to drive almost forty-five minutes to 
the closest city, Utica, to drop nine dollars on a movie.  

 The use of the town‟ s taxes haven‟t been put to good use either. In his excerpt of urban 
study, Mike Davis states “Taxes previously targeted for traditional public spaces have been 
redirected to support corporate redevelopment projects,” (Rosen 506). The town sidewalks have 
been torn up by growing tree trunks, removed and never replaced, or so old they‟ve been reduced to 
the stones under them. Kids ride their bikes and skateboards in the streets because dodging cars is 
easier than trying to hope every bump and crevice in the sidewalks. Instead the town decided it 
would be better to repave a street that had been paved already last year. The school taxes aren‟t 
being utilized properly either. It seemed like the taxes were being put to good use when the school 
board decided to tear up the old practice fields and rocky parking lot to build a football stadium and 
pave a real parking lot. As I said it seemed like a good idea until the board reviled that there would 
not be enough funding for a football team or field hockey team. Of course everyone asked the 
question „Why would you build a football stadium and have no football team?‟ The answer is the 
board decided to reward themselves with a little pay raise. This included raising the superintendents 
pay by 13%. In an excerpt from the Evening Telegram it is stated “The $14,573,533 spending plan 
increases taxes by 3.84 percent,” (Robinson 2010). parents and students were mortified. A few 
students from my class, along with some teachers who pay had recently been cut, decided to go to 
the next school board meeting to protest. Despite our presentations and obvious discontent the 
board went through with the idea. Next year there will be no Mohawk Mohicans football. As if that 
weren‟t bad enough there are sections of stairs missing in the school! How can students take pride in 
their school when they don‟t even want to be in the school themselves. The misuse of public money 
and space leads to a lack of school pride. This lack of school pride contributes to why many students 
drop out and get their GEDs or drop out to join the military. No one likes to say they came from a 
school where you had to pole vault to get to the next floor.  

 I know many teenagers from my neighborhood don‟t even like to admit they‟re from 
Mohawk. They say it with almost a sort of disgust. I know on more than one occasion I‟ve said „I‟m 
from Mohawk‟ as if I were admitting to have stolen something. It‟s said almost with shame. I only 
say it that way because I feel like it has nothing to offer and unfortunately it doesn‟t. Many people 
who live in Mohawk have what is referred to as „small town syndrome.‟ Small town syndrome is 
when people are born in a small town and either stay in that town even when they move out of the 
house, or move to a small town just like it. They never break free and see what to world has to offer. 
My mother has been affected. She says all the time she‟ll never live in the city. I agree with her. I 
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probably never will either but I also will not live in a town with nothing to offer me.  

 As stated earlier Mohawk does have to potential to be a quaint town. One very rarely hears 
about a robbery or shooting in town. Also, it‟s a beautiful place for people who enjoy peace and 
nature. The woods in the countryside are safe in the off hunting seasons and the view from the top 
of the hill is phenomenal. The town itself could be fixed up and made into one of those small „off 
the beaten path‟ places that you stumble upon and come back to. The old main street could be 
resurrected, the park fixed up, and the public roads and sidewalks maintained. If the town board 
stopped wasting the public space and built places for teenagers to go to and meet with friends, 
occupy their time, and allow them to just break away from the stress of school, then the teenage 
population would no longer turn to drugs, sex, and alcohol for amusement. They could go to a 
coffee shop to meet with friends and then head over to a library or go see a movie as opposed to 
going to the park to smoke a cigarette or an open field called „the pits‟ to go drink. 

 Small towns make it difficult for teenagers to find productive things to do with their spare 
time. As a result many teens turn to drugs, alcohol, and vandalize to occupy their time. If the public 
space were used properly teens would lead more productive and culturally fulfilled lives. Mohawk 
does not utilize its public space effectively and as a result people take very little pride in it. The 
public realm is meant to be a haven for everyone and when the free space is not put to good use 
people become discouraged. My suggestion is that Mohawk should become more culturally 
educated, spend the taxpayers‟ money more wisely, and utilize the beautiful land that has the 
potential to be something great.          
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Analysis of the 3+/4- essay 
 
This essay has much to offer the writer.  It captures interest by presenting the collapse of an ideal 
and concrete details of deterioration (the sidewalk, the high school steps), offering impressionist 
portraits of the town (the contrast in structures and atmosphere), and extrapolating from the thesis 
the author‟s own vision of a town failing its potential charm.   At the same time, the essay will 
disappoint the academic.  It does answer the assignment‟s call to examine public space and 
controversy, but fails to examine any of the five sources in any meaningful way, merely dropping a 
sentence from each into the text where a coincidental relationship exists with the essay‟s narrative 

http://www.newurbanism.org/pedestrian.html
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(these sources could be removed from the essay with no harm to content whatsoever).  
Consequently, no real evidence exists here beyond the student‟s perceptions (the student also makes 
consistent errors in documentation details).  Logical implications, such as economic feasibility or 
sustainability of alternate enterprises, are ignored.  Grammar/style and punctuation problems mar 
the essay as well (abrupt shifts in voice, missing commas after introductory phrases/clauses and in 
compound sentences, unclear pronoun reference, redundancy, and faulty parallelism.  Nonetheless, 
it does offer an often charming and certainly passionate picture of the author‟s town and its current 
direction, and as such, presents a good start toward successful creative writing. 

 

The 3 Essay (“Meeting”) 

Argument Essay 

The recession we‟ve experienced in the last two years has been disturbing and confusing to most Americans.  Frame a 
response to the question “What have we learned, or can we learn, from this recession?”  Draw from historian Niall 
Ferguson‟s book, The Ascent of Money, and journalist Don Peck‟s Atlantic article, as well as three other good sources, 
to explain your position.  Incorporate anecdotal material (that which you have observed or experienced) when 
appropriate.  Supply attibrition in either MLA or APA format (length:  four pages minimum). 

 

Looking Past the Economic Recession 

 Throughout the history of the United States we have endured war (against each other, and 
rival nations), racism, sexism, and in the 1930‟s we endured an economic depression. In the eighth 
grade I read a novel called “The Dust Bowl” that told a fictional story of a young girl that lived in 
Oklahoma during the Great Depression.I did not think about the conditions and sacrifices that the 
character made in the novel because I never thought that I would experience anything like what she 
was going through.According to CNN, the United States has been in a recession since December of 
2007.  I cannot say that I felt its effects when it started, but in August of 2008 when I was preparing 
for my freshman year of college, the recession took an immediate impact on my life.  The 
psychological impact that it has had on my family, my peers, and me are enough to have anyone 
running scared.  Although sometimes I feel that we, as a nation, will never pull out of this; history 
tells me that we will, just as we did for the Great Depression. 

 In Niall Ferguson‟s The Ascent of Money, the very first lines of the Introduction that one 
will read are: 

“Bread, cash, dosh, dough, loot, lucre, moolah, readies, the where-withal: call it what 
you like, money matters.  The Christians, the love of it is the root of all evil.To 
generals, it is the sinews of war; to revolutionaries, the shackles of labor.” 

 To me, money is a pair of jeans that I have been saving up for, but it is what I spend on my 
college textbooks instead (the ones that acquire dust throughout the semester).  Money is what my 
mom and I fought on the phone about last week, and it is what could throw my best friend in jail.  
Money is making it hard for a single mother to feed her child, and it makes going on a simple movie 
date with my boyfriend impossible.  As I write, I have about five dollars to my name, and from what 
I hear, the rest of the nation isn‟t doing much better.Knowing how important money is in a capitalist 
society doesn‟t exactly give me feelings of comfort and security when I‟m lying down to sleep at 
night, and it is not great for my psychological well-being.  On May 20, 2009, CBS news reporter Seth 
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Doane did a piece titled, “Kids Psychologically Scarred by Recession.” In the report, Doane focuses 
on a 15-year-old girl by the name of Kristen who resides in Montclair, California with her parents.  
Her father, who worked as a welder, was laid off which diminished her hopes of attending her 
“dream school;” instead, she would attend a community college.  At fifteen, she was already making 
huge sacrifices that would greatly affect her future.  Although Kristen did surrender her wish of 
going to her desired school, there are many that are forced to give up college altogether. 

 I have recently spoken to counselors that work at SUNY Cortland and speak with any 
student that is facing any sort of adversity.  They said that more and more students are coming in 
with anxiety about money and how they will even receive a job after they graduate.  That is one 
thing that I have worried about too.  I am at Cortland to receive my BA in Communication Studies 
which will put me tens of thousands of dollars in debt by the time I am finished with my degree.  
The debt, however, isn‟t supposed to be so bad because when students graduate from college they 
will finally have a career in which to pay off their debt, but what happens when they cannot find a 
job? In an article by Don Peck, “How a Jobless Era Will Transform America” states, for every open 
job in the United States, six people are actively looking for work.  Also, a survey that was recently 
conducted stated that 44 percent of families had experienced a job loss, a reduction in hours, or a 
pay cut in the last year.  Those startling statistics are what fuel the fear and anxiety that is spreading 
throughout the nation.  That fear is affecting one of my closest friends on a level that is terrifying to 
me.  Apparently working two jobs and dropping out of a community college has not been enough to 
keep my friend financially sound, instead he has taken a the initiative to grow his own marijuana 
plants for profit.  It is seriously heartbreaking and traumatic to know that this economic downturn 
could, one day, put him in jail.   

  Many are experiencing psychological and emotional side effects of this recession.  One of 
the many emotions that our neighbors are experiencing is outrage.  Many feel that they are bearing 
the brunt of something that they are not even at fault for.  According to Michael Bader of AlterNet, 
outrage is something that we need to begin the healing process of coping with what has happened to 
our economy.  While many are feeling responsible for the problem which they did not cause, they 
are also feeling helpless because they cannot fix the economic crisis that we are in.  Bader also states 
that the only way that we can counteract our “irrational guilt” is to realize how blatantly innocent we 
actually are.  Guilt is something that I have definitely experienced while battling this ugly recession.  
I do not feel guilty for causing the recession in the entire country, but for the recession that my 
parents are experiencing in their own home.  Over the summer I will be working two jobs in hopes 
that the next year in school I will not have to ask my parents for one cent.  I have never liked asking 
for favors, but asking for money is in a whole different ball park.  I think it is mostly because I know 
my parents don‟t expect anything back, which again leads to guilt because they know that there is no 
way I could ever repay them for everything that they have helped me for.  If there was any possible 
way that I could repay them for the almost nineteen years that they have supported me, I would in a 
heartbeat.   

 Since it is now apparent that we are not tackling this recession alone, and that we are not the 
only ones who have a stomach churning sensation when they hear our latest economic standings, we 
can finally learn how to cope with what we are dealing with.Eli Davidson, a psychologist from the 
Huffington Post, gives pointers on “How to Get Through the Recession with Less Depression.” 
Taking control is the first step to overcoming “Recession Depression.” This step involves coming in 
contact with your local and state representatives and being heard. Letting your representation know 
how you want your tax dollars spent is an important step in feeling comfortable and confident in 
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your money and government. The second step is staying focused. This is accomplished with being 
realistic about where you stand in the economy. This requires those of us feeling the anxiety to take 
a step back and rationally think about whether or not we really need to worry, and taking action in 
preparing for any crisis we may face. The third step is setting limits to your media intake. The media 
thrives on bad news, hearing how hard your stocks are falling is not necessarily going to keep you at 
ease. It is better to keep your mind on positive and productive things, so if your local or national 
news anchor insists on giving you bad news, turn off the television. Step four is practicing gratitude. 
Instead of directing all of your thoughts to negative things, concentrate on what you have to be 
thankful for. The final step is to take care of yourself. Ask for help and support from your friends 
and family. Also, get adequate rest; stress can cause loss of sleep so allowing you to be rested will 
help. Be kind to others, and also be kind to yourself. Since you are going through these hard times, 
know that other people are too and follow the golden rule of treating others as you would like to be 
treated. 

 People of all ages are experiencing psychological effects of the recession. Whether they are 
experiencing guilt or fear, it is becoming harder to stay positive during these times. We should all 
know that we will get through this even if we do have bruises and scars to show for it. It is 
important that we all show our thanks and gratitude for what we still have at the end of the day. I 
have been carrying the weight of the recession for ten months now and I am finally beginning to 
realize that there is nothing that I could have done to make it any easier on myself or my family and 
friends.  
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Analysis of the 3 essay 
 
This essay responds to the assignment prompt with a clear purpose--a personal response to current 
U.S. economic difficulties as this student sees them, and as such, certainly presents a conscious 
integration of the author‟s own thinking.   The selected outside sources are appropriate and 
mentioned in signal phrases where used, and mechanics are mostly accurate and rarely impede 
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meaning.  On these strengths, the essay indeed “meets” the required outcomes.  But it does so amid 
flaws.  While the essay‟s purpose is clear, the paragraphs wander, from a misleading opening about 
history, to an unfocused point about money, followed a paragraph beginning with counseling and 
ending with marijuana cultivation and another beginning with outrage and ending with repaying 
parents‟ investment, to a simple source summary and a vague if clear conclusion.  None of the 
sources are cited in-text, and other claims are left unsupported, even when clearly pulling from 
source material (44% of families…).  The sources are never analyzed, merely included where they 
coincidentally mention a point in the student‟s reflection.  Grammar/style and punctuation also need 
attention (coherence, economy, semi-colons, commas, abrupt shifts in voice, mixed construction, 
comma splice, subjunctive mood, details of indented quotations).   The essay, then, must be taken as 
a whole, its flaws set aside in light of its clear overall intent and successful general direction. 
 
 

The 2 Essay (“Approaching”) 
 
CPN 101 Final Assignment 
 
Your final assignment is to write an argumentative essay dealing with any of the issues discussed in class or on any issues 
related to the class theme.  The essay will be a minimum of 1500 words (excluding the works cited page) and utilize at 
least four credible/nonbiased sources.  The paper will be graded according to the course rubric and should demonstrate 
your ability to produce a coherent text, research a topic, develop an argument, and organize supporting ideas.  It should 
be flawless in execution (mechanics, grammar, spelling). 
 
 

Education Essay 

            Throughout modern history public and private schooling were the only choice of education 
available for children.  Over the last twenty years, home schooling has grown to be immensely 
popular as a third choice for parents who believe they can give their children a better education at 
home.  Parents have a wide variety of reasons for home schooling their children including 
economics, religious, and social reasons.  Home schooling might be beneficial for some families, but 
usually for the majority of children, public schools are a better choice.   

 As of 2003, approximately 1.1 million students were home schooled.  This number increased 
from the 850,000 students who are being home schooled as of 1999.  Statistics from 2003 show that 
thirty-one percent of parents who home school their children said the most important reason for 
doing so was their concern about the environment of other schools.  Thirty percent said that the 
most important reason was being able to teach religious and moral lessons.  Sixteen percent had 
parents who were dissatisfied with education available at other schools.  (Princiotta, Bielick, 
Chapman). 

            Many authors have followed up on this topic and spent of lot of time researching it to 
further understand the opinions of the parents who are in favor of home schooling their children 
versus the opinions of the parents who in favor of public schools.  Michael H. Romanowski, author 
of “The Education Digest,” discusses both sides of the home schooling vs. public schooling issue.  
The home schooler‟s parents are looked at as arrogant because they think public schools are “evil.”  
(Romanowski, 41-5).  These parents choose to home school because they don‟t want their children 
in contact with the public schools.  They are uncomfortable with the way teachers teach their 
children.   
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 On the contrary, teachers don‟t like the idea of having children being home schooled 
because they are not being taught by someone who has the professional knowledge or authorized 
certification that a teacher in a public school must have.   Romanowski expresses how both home 
schooled families and public schooled families can both be open to change.  The home-schooled 
families can be more open-minded to the public schools‟ education and socialization process while 
the teachers can try to understand why a parent would want to keep their child home and educate 
them there.  The teachers in this case state basically how a parent is not a teacher in the sense that 
they have not gone to school and received a degree in education, which is a true statement.  While 
parents are undoubtably the most important role models in their children‟s‟ lives, this does not 
necessarily make them the most qualified “teachers” as far their children‟s education is concerned.   
This meaning, most of those parents did not go to college to become a teacher, are not certified in 
any way to teach subjects they now little about.  A teacher is a certified professional that has studied 
how to teach a classroom of chilren, specializing in certain ages and those teachers have the ability to 
deal with different types of learning styles.  Parents rely on how they learned and how they were 
taught.  That does not make them the most experienced to turn around and teach another person.  
Everyone learns in different ways and that‟s why it is usually in the best interest for a child to be in a 
public school environment with teachers who have been trained to teach children with all different 
learning styles. 
 
            Van Galen, cited by the author Chris Lubienski, explains how those being home schooled 
are usually white and from rich families with two stable parents who can afford to live on one 
parent‟s salary.  The other parent in that type of family usually just serves as “the teacher” as his or 
her job in the family is to “teach” his or her children.  (Lubienski, 207-232). Some believe that home 
schooling is a reaction against public schools.  These parents are afraid to leave their child in an 
open environment with many influences and other children.  Many concerns parents have towards 
public schooling are that they don‟t teach academic achievements and values.  Parents also choose to 
home school because they want their children to be taught in a certain way that they feel teachers 
may not be able to do.  Even if a family chooses home schooling, the parents and children will still 
have some contact with the public school districts.  Some of these parents have problems with the 
environment of public schools.  They are worried about their children being exposed to other 
children with different values and backgrounds and are concerned with the different influences 
students can have on each other.   

 Keeping children home all the time can have a negative effect of their social lives.  They may 
be being taught information from books about math, history, or science but they are not learning 
and refining important social skills that are needed to be happy and successful in life.  Home-
schooled children miss out on meeting new people and having the opportunity to form meaningful 
relationships with other chilren.  They also miss out on the opportunity to learn other peoples‟ 
cultures and way of life because they are spend most of their time in the house with their own 
families.  Most children who are home-schooled are more reserved and shy because they aren‟t able 
to get out and mingle with other children and develop those skills whereas the public schooled 
children get to on a daily basis. 

            Most people may assume that if you home school your child, you have nothing to do with 
the public school districts, but this is false.  As Paul Hill explains, before parents begin home 
schooling, they still have to be in contact with the public schools to understand what materials they 
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need to be able to teach their child age appropriate lessons.  (Hill, 20-31).  They need materials, 
books and have to rely on their own knowledge to be able to teach their children.  They can find this 
information online through universities, research institutions or chat rooms with other parents.  
Some families completely and totally isolate their children from any contact with their public school 
but others do accept help and may even have their children be tutored by experts.  Families who are 
home-schooling their children have begun collaborating with each other, which in the end, looks a 
lot like a public school.  Home schooling can have negative effects on the public schools as well.  
Keeping your children home from public schools directly affects the money that has been allocated 
to their school district from the government.    

 Unquestionably, the debate about home schooling verses public education will not be ending 
any time soon.  The amount of children to be home schooled will probably increase even more, but 
it will never be a replacement for the public education.  Some may think that children get more of a 
proper education while being in public schools, and it is just a more rounded education in that 
environment.  The social skills they develop and the relationships they form from other children are 
just as important as the education they receive. 
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Analysis of the 2 essay 
 
This essay does state a purpose (home schooling might benefit some families, but public schools are 
preferable), and sticks with it, but never does much with that direction.  The sources appear 
appropriate, but the text proceeds with vague assumptions and some summary, never with any 
analysis and presenting neither case nor evidence for the thesis.   What points do surface are obvious 
and superficial.  Paragraphs are split almost arbitrarily at times, raising “both sides” but discussing 
only one, then starting a new paragraph with the second but continuing on to a new topic in the 
same paragraph;  another begins with home schooling as the purview of the white, wealthy families, 
but then detours into reactions against public school influences.  Mechanics aren‟t bad--errors in 
documentation, abrupt shifts in voice, poor economy (repetitive passages, unnecessary subject/verbs 
as in “who are” and “that has,” some awkward phrasing and a missing word and poor word choice 
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(Romanowski expresses how…)--but this author never says much beyond the vague stated purpose.   
This essay could have been a general paragraph or two with no loss of content.  While the student 
shares sources, calling any of it research would be generous.  This essay needs development before it 
can make an argument or present compelling evidence for its thesis. 
 
 

The 1 Essay (“Not Meeting”) 

Multi-Draft Essay #3:  Argumentative Research Essay 

For this essay, you will write a research paper with a persuasive purpose on a topic that relates in some way to the 
general theme of this course as reflected in our The Internet: Opposing Viewpoints reader, that is, how the availability and/or 
use of the Internet, or a specific aspect of the Internet, affects society as a whole or a certain segment of society. (I use 
the term society in its broadest sense but you could employ the word more narrowly, e.g., to refer to just the 
contemporary United States, as long as you make it clear that you're using the word with that meaning.) This of 
course makes available a broad range of topics, and you may use the chapter index of The Internet: Opposing Viewpoints as a 
guide for choosing and narrowing your argumentative research topic. In addition, those of you who had me for Writing 
Studies I last semester may use any of the relevant readings or topics in The Mercury Reader for the selection of your topic 
and/or your research on it. If you have an idea for a topic now or you get one later but you are not sure that it would be 
acceptable according to the guidelines I have given above, please ask me about it first before even beginning to research 
it. 

In researching your topic and writing your essay, you must use at least five separate online or printed sources, which 
may include any of the readings from The Internet: Opposing Viewpoints and The Mercury Reader, any reputable sources you 
find on the Internet or traditional materials like other books or printed periodicals. You should quote, paraphrase or 
summarize from your sources where appropriate and when you do so, use proper APA documentation. 

For guidance in planning and shaping this essay, you can consult my lectures "Steps in Writing an Argumentative Essay," 
"Steps in Writing the Argumentative Research Essay" and "Classical Structure of the Argumentative Essay," all of which 
are linked to in their various forms under the "content lectures" section of the Lectures for CPN 101 page (click on the 
"lectures" link on the main course site). And in the "Classical Structure of the Argumentative Essay" lecture note the 
convention of including at least some mention of a point of view that's in opposition to the assertion you're arguing in 
favor of in this essay, but at the same time always be sure to show how this opposing position is wrong or weaker 
than yours. 

There is no strict requirement regarding the length of this essay, but your final draft of it should probably be 
approximately the length of any of the sample "argumentative research" essays linked to on the Sample CPN 101 Essays 
site (click on the "samples" link on the main course site). 

Your essay must have the following two main types of proper APA style documentation of your reading sources, and if 
there are significant problems with your documentation I will NOT accept your essay: 

    * APA style in-text parenthetical citations for any quotations or ideas taken from reading sources 

    * an APA References, separated from the end of the essay's last paragraph by a blank line 

For guidance with using APA style, you can consult the following resources: 

    * chapter 52 of Universal Keys for Writers (includes information on documenting online sources) 

    * my APA style guide (useful for articles specifically from The Internet: Opposing Viewpoints) 

    * As pointed out during our CLIP session, some of the library's databases have tools that provide you the format for                                   
referencing a given article in several documentation styles, including APA. 

  

Internet Pedophilia 

Pedophiles are grown (18 years or older) men or women who look to be sexually active with 
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an individual who is underage. The Internet is an expanding playground for pedophiles and is a 
dangerous place for middle aged teens and younger for this reason. Surfing and Exploring the 
Internet without adult supervision or guidance can many times expose children to sites with 
inappropriate content (sites that contain advocate violence, that are sexually explicit, or that 
encourage inappropriate behavior) that is either mentally or emotionally harmful to an emotionally 
immature mind of a child or teenager. But what can be the most harmful are the sites and programs 
that allow text based or blind communication such as AIM, Facebook, MySpace and many others. 
Resources like these enable pedophiles to catch their prey. 

It is a myth that a child on a computer at home is safe. Most of the millions of teens that use the 
Internet every day are using the computer in their own houses. At the least, a child may be exposed 
to sexual materials, and at the worst, they can be lured by an Internet pedophile. Leaving a child by 
them self up in their room on their computer is comparable to allowing a stranger to go up to your 
child's room and talk to them alone for hours. Or allowing a child to be alone in a park and come 
back hours later. This is not an exaggeration, most people find these comparisons ridiculous and 
exaggerated, but online predators are that dangerous and very common.  

It is not uncommon for many people to use chat rooms and instant messaging to make 
inappropriate and potentially dangerous contact with children. In fact, the FBI estimates that there 
are over one million pedophiles online at any given time, lurking in chat rooms and teen centric 
social networking. Online stalkers and pedophiles are constantly online looking for children and 
looking for someone to take advantage of. As a matter of fact 1 in every 17 underage teen was 
threatened or harassed online by someone they did not now or just recently met. 1 in every 33 youth 
receives an aggressive sexual solicitation. And twenty five percent of underage teens have suffered 
from unwanted exposure to sexual images. Sex offenders are literally constantly on the prowl. The 
safety for teenagers on the Internet is severely threatened by pedophiles. Online teens use instant 
messaging almost 2-1 over adults. 2/3rds of those teens use IM at least several times a day. This only 
serves to further expose them to online predators.  

There is a growing amount of groups being formed on the Internet that is made up of pedophiles 
supporting pedophiles. Computer technology and the Internet enable pedophiles to locate and 
interact with other pedophiles more easily than ever before. Imagining what is being discussed in 
these groups is almost just as horrifying as the actual action of these pedophiles luring kids on the 
Internet. The common gathering place and the support each child predator receives as a result of 
these groups is the most troublesome thing for the already concerned public. The Internet is used by 
twenty five percent of the world, the computer is a common household item, and has now become a 
place where pedophiles can go to hear other pedophiles say, "You're okay and what you're doing is 
okay; don't listen to the rest of the world, just listen to us."  The ability to receive and offer comfort 
within these groups reinforce pedophiles with the idea that their attraction to children and that adult 
to child sex are acceptable ways of life.  Pedophiles are forming an online community and bonding 
in ways that is unseen in history. Child predators are uniting against legal authorities and discussing 
ways to influence the public t and laws made against what they think is right, adult to child sex. 

 Pedophiles have many strategies and each individual has his or her unique way of reeling children in 
but there is one main strategy used by most pedophiles. The most common and favorite tactic of the 
online pedophile is to pretend to be a teenager with the purpose of building a relationship with trust 
and friendship with a specific teen or child. This is the first step before moving on to more 
dangerous activities like suggesting a person-to-person meeting. Often times the sex offender will 
send their targets pornographic images in an effort to make the child less sensitive. This is often 
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done early in the relationship so that the child would be more easily manipulated later down the 
road. Pedophiles are talented socializers and understand how to relate individuals. They know what 
people want to hear and they know how to make someone feel comfortable. 

 Internet  pedophilia is an increasing problem that is showing no signs of slowing down.  Only the 
common sense and the decision making of the user will allow pedophiles to unsuccessful.  Police 
investigation and other services are successful to a very limited extent. The adult supervision and an 
Internet education of the user are necessary and musts.  
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Analysis of the 1 essay 
 
This essay states a purpose (sites like AIM, Facebook, and MySpace aid pedophiles), but never 
develops that point (falling back to chat rooms and IM generally) and certainly addresses neither the 
assignment criteria nor the norms of college research and argument noted in the SUNY rubric.  
While data are mentioned (1 in every 17, 1 in every 33…), with five web sites listed as references, the 
student includes no in-text documentation at all, not even a signal phrase (and thus, technically 
presents plagiarism).  The argument is never developed beyond the obvious point that the Internet 
presents a useful tool for sexual predators, and even that contains largely obvious points (starting by 
defining pedophile).   Opportunities for further discussion are dropped:  pedophiles are talented 
socializers, or pedophilia on the rise (or perhaps, lacking evidence, these unsupported claims should 
have been cut).  No evidence of independent thought exists, and the entire content is likely 
paraphrased from the web sites.  Awkward phrasing and diction mar even this (“leaving a child by 
them self,” “the safety for teenagers”), as do several grammar/style and punctuation problems:  
comma splice, fragment, pronoun/antecedent agreement, abrupt shift in voice, faulty parallelism, 
subject/verb agreement, unclear pronoun reference and redundancy.   Predictably, the essay also 
falls short literally, at just 861 words, and certainly falls short figuratively as well. 
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Concluding Remarks 
 
Certainly our students face a number of writing and reasoning challenges as they enter Cortland, and 
their composition instructors face a sometimes daunting task in bringing them up to accepted 
college level outcomes, especially since many of their struggles may spring from deficiencies in 
reading habits and abilities.  Still, we take the results of the GEAR assessment as a concern. Fifty 
percent of the essays in the sample met the desired outcomes and 50 percent did not.  
 
Some problems are pervasive enough to present themselves clearly; for example, our students rely 
on summarizing sources rather than analysis, synthesis, and original thinking. Having browsed the 
sources, having “done the research,” often they then proceed to construct a paper around those 
sources, whether those sources have any real points of contact or not.  If they have read something, 
then into the paper it goes, no matter how large a shoehorn is required, without regard for the 
integrity of a whole, synthesized purpose. The rhetorical task, as they see it, is merely to get “enough 
stuff” for the paper.  Some version of such a process seems to underlie the weak essays in the 
sample. 
 
Perhaps a single semester devoted to research, synthesis, and argument is simply not enough to build 
the desired proficiency in these skills, particularly if little writing designed to practice them seems to 
be assigned during the sophomore year.  It may be time to rethink the Writing Studies courses in 
favor of more rigorous multiple-source syntheses and more explicit instruction in research and 
argumentation.  The results of this latest round of GEAR assessment indicate a need for early and 
determined intervention if we hope to help our students meet or exceed our expectations. 
 

 

 
 

 


